PUBLIC NOTICE

Dear UK Citizen,

You are being told MASSIVE LIES
about COVID 19 to justify the
removal of your human rights
This notice is being placed all over the UK by a group of
concerned individuals who number several thousand.
We are not “Conspiracy Theorists”. We come from all
walks of life and have each independently drawn the
same conclusion, which is explained below.

THE BIG LIE

WHY ARE THEY DOING THIS?

...suffice it to say, lies within the magnitude of this
‘plannedemic’. There is indeed a respiratory issue
happening right now but it is nowhere near as huge
as portrayed by the media. This so-called pandemic is
being achieved by massively inflating the numbers and
by making grossly skewed projections of future cases—
despite the nature of all pandemics being to taper off
after the initial outbreak. The models being used are
demonstrably wrong.

A powerful group of international billionaire businessmen
who hide behind philanthropy identified people as a
threat to their plans in rolling out future technology.
They are combating us by introducing stricter control
measures—and making them the new norm. This will
involve a live feed control grid of 5G towers, satellites
and lamp post antennas, among other methods. Their
means in obtaining our acquiescence is by using fear. It
is due to fear people willingly stay home and out of the
way during the installation of this new control grid. Over
4,000 independently funded peer reviewed studies
also highlight and warn about the dangerous effect
this technology will have on human life. Several cities
globally have already banned its installation.

THE NUMB3R5 ARE BEING

INFLATED
1

The tests used in hospitals can only determine
whether you have any variety of the huge family
of coronaviruses—not a specific COVID-19, neither
the viral load, which is the true indicator of illness. In
actuality, many healthy people would test positive for
coronavirus, which is normal, and not worthy of panic.

2

Since coronaviruses are incredibly common and
present in well and sick people alike, unrelated
deaths are being falsely and conveniently attributed to
COVID-19. Notice the wording in the media: “X number
have died after testing positive”.

This is not the same as “dying from”.

3

Total UK deaths are lower than they were in previous
years; this reveals that we don’t have an increase
in deaths, we only have re-allocation of the cause.

ALL CONTROLLED CORPORATE
MEDIA ARE COMPLICIT AND PAID FOR
REFERENCES

www.swprs.org/a-swiss-doctor-on-covid-19/
www.5gappeal.eu
www.dr-rath-foundation.org
www.id2020.org

This same group of elite are also working within de
population plans to justify a mandatory vaccine and
ID certification model that they will profit from in the
trillions. This tracking system will determine where you
can go and what you can do. It is a horrific infringement
on fundamental human rights and medical freedom. It
is entirely unecessary, unsafe and unsustainable which
has been supported by many unpaid experts.

WHISTLEBLOWERS

There are many heroic nurses and doctors speaking
out on social media, providing footage of their own
hospitals and describing the pandemic as “much
smaller” than reported on the news. Many people in our
group are also frontline doctors, nurses and scientists.
We appreciate their bravery in a time when healthcare
professionals are being silenced and threatened with
disciplinary action for speaking out about their work.

WHAT CAN YOU DO?

We do not ask that you do anything. We do not even
ask you to believe us. Just please be aware that you are
being lied to on a massive scale.

THANK YOU FOR READING
MORE INFO COMING SOON

